
Busy Bees     Jan 30-Feb 3rd     Groundhogs, Shadows & Light, & More Opposites

Story Time
Books: What Makes a Shadow?     The Shape of Me and Other Stuff My Shadow

Moonbear's Shadow    Dark, Dark Night Substitute Groundhog    10 Grouchy Groundhogs     
Groundhog Gets a Say     Big is Big     Exactly the Opposite     Hello, Good-bye      Opposnakes
Octopus Opposites   Push, Pull; Empty, Full The Opposite Zoo Quick as a Cricket

Songs and Finger Plays:  Sleepy Little Groundhog     Mr. Groundhog
The Opposites Cheer Two Little Blackbirds      Lost My Opposite

Games: Rhythm Instruments - fast and slow; loud and soft; high and low
Memory with our Opposite Cards    The Opposites Hat - movement & problem solving

Language
Shadow Matching A visual discrimination task featuring two groundhogs in many 

different poses and his or her matching shadow
Groundhog's Big Day     A simple text for our pocket chart  " choral readings"  which 

allows us practice with various print awareness concepts including left to right directionality and 
discriminating between letters and words

A Pocket Book of Opposites    The paper pages of this homemade book will be folded 
into pockets. We will glue one of the pictures of a pair of opposite words to the outside of the 
pocket and then slide the corresponding picture into the pocket. Your child will get to share what 
they've learned about opposites by asking you on each page what is the opposite of ___ and 
then magically pulling out the inside picture as he or she proudly says ____!

Opposite Sorting Bags We will have several collections of items, introduced one at 
a time, to sort by a single attribute such as soft / hard; rough / smooth; short / long; heavy / light 

Math
Shapes in the Shadows Everyday classroom objects will be used in this shadow 

game to reinforce our awareness of shapes being all around us.
Flashlight Review Quickly identify the shape the flashlight is shining on
Graphing our Weather Prediction Do you think the groundhog will see his shadow on 

Thursday morning? Will he say we will have more winter weather?

Art / Project
A Groundhog in the Sun           Coloring and gluing a small figure we can take outside to 

watch to see if it is a day when this groundhog will cast a shadow
Birthday Banana Bread       We have two friends turning four in the month of February, 

both at the start of the month. We will stir and bake our "traditional" treat on Wednesday to 
honor Addie and Nash. Addie's birthday is the 3rd and Nash's birthday is the 4th.

Fine Motor / Gross Motor
Flashlight Tag      Move quickly to keep ahead of the flashlight's beam

Science
Shadow Play    We will set up a sheet and have fun casting our own shadows as we 

move different ways into and out of the light


